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Abstract
Seed analyzer is a mechatronic system for differentiating different types of seeds. It has enormous
applications in agriculture industry. Although several seed analyzers are available in the market, still
there is large scope for improvement because of their various disadvantages. Most of the analyzers are
built using very simple image processing techniques and electronic principles. In this research paper, the
proposed idea is to develop the method of identifying the best quality seeds by using the techniques of
computer vision. Analysis of the resultant images has shown that the quality of the processed image
using the proposed technique is improved considerably. The task of matching of the processed image
with the stored database of the seeds is on our future work.
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1. Introduction:
Image processing is a stimulating and an active field of research, where disciplines such as
Engineering, Computer Science, Physics, Biology and Medicine inter-disciplinarily co-operate
in order to improve health care. In this regard, medical images are the basis of diagnostics,
treatment planning, and treatment, but medical images are likewise important for medical
education, research and epidemiology [1] [2]. A seed analyzer is a guide to understand the
qualities of grains or seeds and provides an introduction to the analysis of seeds in a clear and
concise format. In literature, basic information about the seed analyzers has been presented by
several authors onstandardized testing procedures for seed quality characteristics as well as
dough properties. The outcome by processing the tests can explain the performance a product
quality. Many laboratories testing of a variety of seeds are used to evaluate the seed quality.
The seed analyzers are the model systems that may be used to predict commercial production
for common uses of seeds and grains worldwide. The picture taken from the low resolution
cameras may not provide a good image of the seed but by using the technique of computer
vision, the quality of image can gets enhanced. The results from these processes may prevent
the adulteration of seed lots and protect the consumer from buying the seed through fraudulent
representation. The image processing techniques has many applications as it includes digital
cameras, intelligent traffic monitoring, handwriting recognition on checks, signature validation
and so on. However, it is not uncommon that images are contaminated by various noises and
distortions due to several unavoidable reasons. Poor image sensors, imperfect instruments,
problems with data acquisition process, transmission errors and interfering natural phenomena
are its main sources. Therefore, it is obligatory to detect and remove noises present in the
images [3]. In past decades, attention has been focusedon monochrome image segmentation
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whose goal is to separate individual objects in the perception of the scene. A common problem
in segmentation of monochrome image occurs when an image has a background of varying
gray levels such as gradually changing shades [4]. This problem is inherent, since intensity is
the only available information from monochrome images. It has long been recognized that the
human eye can sense only in the neighborhood of one or two dozen intensity levels at any one
point in a complex image due to its brightness adaptation but can discern thousands of color
shades and intensities [5]. Color image segmentation techniques can be roughly classified into
four types such as histogram based approaches, neighborhood based approaches, clustering
based approaches and hybrid based approaches. Gray-level thresholding is one of the oldest
techniques for image segmentation [6]. Threshold may be chosen based onhistogram [7] or on
gray-level co-occurrence matrix [8], or by analyzing intra-region and inter-region homogeneity
[9]. Histogram thresholding is a popular technique that looks for the peaks and valleys in
histogram [10] [11]. It assumes that images are composed of regions with different gray level
ranges. The histogram of an image can be separated into a number of peaks (modes), each
corresponds to one region, and there exists a threshold value corresponding to the valley
between two adjacent peaks. The most important advantage of this technique deceit is its
simple computation [11]. In this experiment, our idea is only to develop the process of
recognition of seeds using the techniques of image processing and computer vision. By using
this technique we can visualize the above processes using camera and the computer. The idea
surrounds near the execution of a well-known technique, “mathematical morphology” used in
image processing and computer vision [12] [13] [14]. In this, the shape oriented approach treats
the image as one set and the kernel of operation, commonly known as structuring element (SE),
as another set. Different standard morphological operations namely dilation, erosion, opening,
closing etc. are basically set-theoretic operations between these two sets. The shape and the size
of the SE plays an important role in detecting or extracting features of given shape and size
from the image. Applications of mathematical morphology in gray-level image segmentation
can be found in [15] [16] [17].
In this paper, the proposed idea is only to develop an algorithm for analyzing seeds
using an image processing techniques of computer vision. The algorithm detects the suitable
segments at every scale. Analysis of the resultant images has shown that the quality of the
processed image using the proposed technique is improved considerably. The methodology
employed for our investigations is described in Section 2. Results and conclusions are discussed
in Section 3 and 4.

2.METHODOLOGY:
In this paper our proposed method has been divided into four subparts. The output obtained
from one part is taken as input to the next part. This can be represented by the subsequent work
flow graph as shown in fig. 1.

2.1 Morphological Opening to Estimate the Background
This is pre-processing step which is required to produce better results. The input image is to be
adjusted for proper processing. The background of the image has to be in contrast of the main
image. Following steps are involved in this process.
(a) First of all the colored mage is to be converted into grayscale image.
(b) Subtract background image from original image,
(c) Adjusting the contrast of the image.
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Fig. 1: Flow chart showing seed analysis by image processing method.

2.2 Seed point selection
The image obtained after adjusting contrast is taken as input in this part of the project. For the
seed point selection, the following steps are performed:
(a) Convert the obtained gray image into the binary image.
(b) Find maximum length and breadth of the seed
(c) Finding the edges of the binary image.
(d) Complementing the image.

2.3 Morphological Image Enhancement
Morphology mainly deals with the contour and structure of the object. So this is used to
perform object extraction, noise removal procedure etc [18]. In this regard, we are applying
these operations in this step to enhance the object boundary and to remove the noise from the
image. As discussed in introduction, the most basic morphological operations are dilation and
erosion. Dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image, while erosion removes
pixels on object boundaries. The number of pixels added or removed from the objects in an
image depends on the size and shape of the structuring element used to process the image. In
the morphological dilation and erosion operations, the state of any given pixel in the output
image is determined by applying a rule to the corresponding pixel and its neighbors in the input
image. The rule used to process the pixels defines the operation as dilation or erosion. The most
important part in the morphological operation is to choose the structuring element. A
structuring element is a matrix consisting of only 0's and 1's that can have any arbitrary shape
and size. The pixels describe the relative presence of one level in the neighborhood of another
level in a texture of image. The pixels with value of 1 define the neighborhood. Thus, a
neighborhood element is used to calculate the relative presence of one level with respect to
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another. Two-dimensional, or flat, structuring elements are typically much smaller than the
image being processed. The centre value of the structuring element, called the origin, identifies
the pixel of interest. The pixels in the structuring element containing 1's define the
neighborhood of the structuring element. In our research, we are taking structuring element of 3
x 3 matrix shape. In the operation of image dilation and erosion we are considering structuring
element of different matrices, so that the image obtained is free from small unwanted parts
(distortions). In MATLAB working environment there are two built in functions used for
dilation and erosion.These morphological functions point the origin of structuring element, its
center element over the pixel of interest is in the input image. For pixels at the border of the
image, parts of the neighborhood defined by the structuring element can extend past the border
of the image. To process border pixels, the morphological functions assign a value to these
undefined pixels, as if the functions had padded the image with additional rows and columns.
The value of these padding pixels varies for dilation and erosion operations.

2.4 Seeded Region Growing Method
The results so obtained after morphological operation is taken as input in this stage. This
approaches towards segmentation that examines neighboring pixels of initial “seed points” and
determines whether the pixel neighbors should be added to the region. The whole process has
been processed using the proper algorithm with the help of image processing. The most
important purpose of segmentation is to partition an image into regions. Some specific
segmentation methods such as "Thresholding" used to achieve this goal by looking for the
boundaries between regions based on discontinuities in gray levels or color properties [19].
Region-based segmentation is a technique for determining the region directly.
The basic formulation for region- based segmentation is
∑ Ri=R0 where i =1,2,3,………….,n

means the segmentation must be complete and every pixel must be in the region. Here Ri is a
connected region.
Ri∩Rj= Φ
The above equation means the regions mustbe disjoint, so that a clear separation from each
other can be identified.

3.Results
We have implemented our work using MATLAB 7.6.0.324 and the results for a few set of images are
included in the table 1. The table shows the output results taken after processing the input image taken by
camera using proper algorithm. The algorithm helps in analyzing the seeds and the output images taken is
shown in fig 2.
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Fig. 2: Output images for different results

Table 1: Results for different images.
S.No.

Image No.

Results

1.

A

Input Image

2.

B

Grayscale Image

3.

C

Image after subtracting background

4.

D

Binary Image

5.

E

Segmented Image

6.

F

Complemented Image

7.

G

Seed having smallest Area

The number of seeds has been counted using an algorithm and it comes out to be 22 well
defined seeds. The average area of a single seed has been calculated and it comes out to be 335
pixels. The seed occupying minimum area is also calculated and it comes out to be 5 pixels
having index number 7.
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Fig. 3: Histogram for the resultant seeds.
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The histogram is created as shown in figure 3 and it shows that 22 seeds having the same size
whereas other 3 seeds has different or very small size in comparison to others as shown in the
graph 1.

4. Conclusion and Future work
This method is economical than other seed analyzers and can be easily implemented with great
accuracy.It does not rely on massively looping algorithms, making it more efficient. It is
possible to determine the average area of the grain easily and can accurately count the number
of grains in the image taken. We can enhance the quality of the image. We proposed a new,
robust, fast and fully automatic algorithm. The algorithm needs no prior information or training
process. We successfully find the seed points and the segmentation results obtained are very
much accurate. There are only a small amount of pixels which are misclassified. So we can say
that this method gives better results compared to other methods.
The future work is the next stage of analyzing the seed and isolating the impurity from
the seed lot with the help of robotic hand and microcontroller. The expected output will be the
best quality seed by taking out the impurities and the impure or the seeds in parts. This will
help the agriculture industries in rectifying the quality of seed and will save the time and labor.
The future work also includes the reduction of the total execution time so that along with good
result the execution time can be reduced [20]. This technique will also provide the customers or
users, the best quality products from the agricultural industries.
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